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In the past three decades, the robust analysis and synthesis problem of a system 
family has been considerably researched. There have proposed a lot of valuable 
results, such as Kharitonov theorem, robust stability criterion based on quadratic 
stability, etc. So far, researches on robustness of interval system and linear 
corresponding perturbation systems are now very mature. However, researches on 
robustness of nonlinear corresponding perturbation systems are still not sufficient. 
This dissertation considers a class of basic parameter uncertainty, which is the 
polynomial function form of perturbation parameters. The class of uncertainty is a 
natural extension of the interval systems, the linear corresponding perturbation and 
the norm-bound one, and it is analogue to a fact hat part structured information is 
known. Moreover, a nonlinear function can be approximated by a polynomial, thus 
the class of uncertainty can be applied to research nonlinear corresponding 
perturbation. Furthermore, some plant models, such as flight control systems and 
power systems, usually are different in different operation conditions. It will result in 
the class of uncertainty via fitting the model parameters. Then the control problem in 
different operation points can be converted into a robust control design one. 
Motivated by the above reasons, It is significant to study the system with the class of 
uncertainty. 
Base on quadratic stability, a sufficient condition of robust stability is provided, 
and a method is also given to estimate the stability bound for plants with the class of 
uncertainties. Some existing results are special case of our ones. Methods are offered 
to design a stabilizer via the state and the output feedback respectively. In addition, 
algorithms are proposed to obtain a stabilizer such that the stability of the resulting 
closed loop systems is maximized with respect to the used method. 
Finally, an example of robust stabilization is given for some flight control 
systems with wide operation range, The simulation results show that the design 
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(2) 渐近调节：它意味着对于一类给定的目标输入 r 和外部扰动 d ，一个反
















































态不稳定的。1932 年 Nyquist 提出了基于 Nyquist 曲线的频域稳定性判据，使得
反馈增益和控制系统稳定性之间的关系明朗化。1945 年 Bode 讨论了单输入单输
出(SISO)反馈系统的鲁棒性，提出了利用幅值和相位稳定裕度来得到系统能容许
的不确定性范围，并引入微分灵敏度函数来衡量参数摄动下的系统性能。二十世






























论的诞生。Doyle 等人于 1989 年给出更简单的 Н∞控制器求解的方法，提出了状
态反馈 Н∞控制问题可通过求解一个代数 Riccati 方程来获得。在二十世纪九十年
代初，Н∞鲁棒控制理论继续深入发展。分析方法是 Doyle 给出的解决当模型有
结构不确定性时估计鲁棒性能的一种有效的分析工具。Balas 等人于 1991 年开
发出μ 分析软件包。McFarlane 等人于 1992 年给出了回路成形方法的实际步骤。
它在鲁棒性能指标和鲁棒稳定性之间进行折衷。1996 年 Zhou 等人的专著《鲁棒
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